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Abstract| In this paper, we investigate general
solving abilities of the Hop�eld neural network with

chaotic noise injected into each neuron for several
kinds of the traveling salesman problems. Especially,
based on several numerical simulation studies, we in-

spect which number of periodic intermittency chaotic
noise for Hop�eld neural network is most e�ective in

the solving performance against the variety of TSP
problem types.

I. Introduction

Solving the traveling salesman problem (abbr.
TSP)[1], a kind of combinatorial optimization prob-
lems, is an important application of Hop�eld neural

network (abbr. H-NN)[2]. Generally, there are many
local minima in TSP[1] and the state in the H-NN

is often trapped into these local minima. It remains,
therefore, an unsettled questions how to escape eas-

ily from them and reach the global minimum. About
these points, recently, many researchers suggested that
H-NN with chaotic sequences is e�ective.

Hayakawa et al.[4] mentioned that chaotic noise
is more e�ective than stochastic one, and they also
pointed out the intermittency chaos near the periodic-

3 window of the logistic map gains the best perfor-
mance for a kind of TSP. On the other hand, Ueta et

al.[6] and Okahisa et al. [7]. concluded in their pa-
pers that the e�ective intermittency chaotic noise is

not only 3-window but also periodic-5 and 7 for same
kind of TSP.

In this paper, hence, we investigate general solv-

ing abilities of the H-NN with chaotic noise injected
into each neuron for several kinds of TSPs. Especially,

based on several numerical simulation studies, we in-
spect which number of periodic intermittency chaotic
noise for Hop�eld neural network is most e�ective in

the solving performance against the variety of TSP

problem types, for example, di�erence of number of
cities or reshu�ing the placement of cities. We use two

performance criterion for this object, one is whether
the global minimum is detected or not ( the detecting
rate of global minimum per one trial ) and the other

is how many local minima is detected ( the average
number of detected local minima per one trial ).

II. Hop�eld Neural Network for TSP

In this paper, we use the original H-NN for comparison
with former studies. For solving N -city TSP, N×N

neurons are required and the following energy function
is de�ned to �re (i; j) neuron at the optimal position:
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The neurons are coupled each other with the synap-

tic connection weight. Suppose that the weight be-
tween (j; l)-th neuron and the threshold of the (i; k)-th
neuron are described by:

wikjl = �Af�ij(1� �kl) + �kl(1� �ij)g

�dij(�l k+1 + �l k�1)

�i;k = A +B (2)

where A and B are positive constant, and �i;j is Kro-

necker's delta. The states of N � N neurons are up-



dated due to the following di�erence equation:
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where f is sigmoidal function de�ned as follows:
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where " = 0:5, zik(t) is an additional noise, and � lim-
its amplitude of the noise. Figure 1 shows a conceptual

neuron model for this H-NN.

Figure 1: A neuron model

We also use the method of how to distinct each neu-

rons �re or not refered from [4][7]. In this method, the
state of a neuron xik(t) at the time t is described by:

�xik(t) =
1

�

tX
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xik(l) (5)

x̂ik(t) =

�
1; if �xij(y) � ~x(t)

0; otherwize
(6)

where x̂ik(t) is new state of xik(t), and where �xik(t) is
the (i; k)th neuron's average value of output of from

t� � to t. And where ~x(t) is N -th value in the �xij(t)
of N �N neurons. And we set � = N as stated in [5].

III. H-NN with Chaotic Noise

For solving TSP by H-NN with noise, we generate a

time series by the logistic map:

zik(t + 1) = azik(t)(1 � zik(t)) (7)

where a is a bifurcating parameter of the logistic map.

Hayakawa[4] shows the period-3 intermittent chaos

of the logistic map is more e�ective than other chaotic
noise. Figure 2 shows a time series of period-3 in-
termittent chaos of the logistic map in the case of

a = 3:8250; � = 0:4114, where � is Lyapunov index.
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Figure 2: period-3 intermittency chaos

IV. Simulations

We also simulate H-NN with chaotic time series noise
for several kinds of TSPs. Figure 3 shows some type of

TSPs. The initial values of all neurons and noises are
selected in randam, and the values of A, B, D (param-

eters of energy function) and � (amplitude of thenoise)
are set as stated in [4][5]. Table 1 shows these value.
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Figure 3: 5-city, 10-city, 15-city and 20-city TSPs

Table 1: The value of parameters

City number The value of parameters

5 A=1.0, B=1.0, D= 1.0, � = 0:45

10 A=1.1, B=1.1, D= 4.0, � = 0:47

15 A=1.1, B=1.1, D=16.9, � = 0:50

20 A=1.0, B=1.0, D=25.0, � = 0:45
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Figure 4: The detecting rate of global minimum
(5, 10-city)
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Figure 6: The average number of detected local
minima (5, 10-city)

Hayakawa[4] use how long the state of NN stays in
the global minimum per one trial as performance cri-

terion. But, generally, the golobal minimum of TSP
is not known. We use, therefore, two performance cri-

terion, one is whether the global minimum is detected
or not ( the detecting rate of global minimum per one
trial ) and the other is how many local minima is de-

tected ( the average number of detected local minima
per one trial ). And one trial in simulations is de�ned

as follows:

� Fixed values of parameters (A, B, D, � ) as

shown in table 1.

� Select the initial values of all neurons in randam.

� Repeat 1000 times of transfer of every neurons'

input-output signal.
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Figure 5: The detecting rate of global minimum
(15, 20-city)
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Figure 7: The average number of detected local
minima (15, 20-city)

A. Simulation results

Figures 4 and 5 show the detecting rate of global min-

imum per one trial, and �gures 6 and 7 show the av-
erage number of detected local minima per one trial.

From these results, we can con�rm that not only 3-
window (a = 3:8250) but also other chaotic noises are
e�ective except if the noise is stable periodic sequence.

And these results roughly go for other kinds of TSPs
that is not shown in �gure 3, too. Especially, we can

obtain very stable results with the intermittent chaos.

B. The parformance of the intermittent chaos

Table 2 shows the detecting rate of global minimum

and the average number of detected local minima of
periodic-3,5,7 intermittent chaos. From this table,



Table 2: The performance of the intermittent chaos

City

number

Type of intermittent

chaos

Lyapunov

index

The detecting rate of

global minimum(%)

The average number of

detected local minima

period-7(a = 3:7001) 0.3576 100 11.6
5 period-5(a = 3:7380) 0.2951 100 11.7

period-3(a = 3:8250) 0.4114 100 11.8

period-7(a = 3:7001) 0.3576 100 7.5
10 period-5(a = 3:7380) 0.2951 100 8.8

period-3(a = 3:8250) 0.4114 100 13.1

period-7(a = 3:7001) 0.3576 49 5.2

15 period-5(a = 3:7380) 0.2951 43 5.9
period-3(a = 3:8250) 0.4114 41 4.8

period-7(a = 3:7001) 0.3576 100 9.2
20 period-5(a = 3:7380) 0.2951 98 9.9

period-3(a = 3:8250) 0.4114 96 13.1

these noises almost mark 100% in the detecting rate

of global minimum, and get more number of detected
local minima than other chaotic noise. So we can con-

cluded that periodic-7 intermittent chaos is the most
e�ective in the detecting rate of global minimum, and
periodic-3 intermittent chaos is the most e�ective in

the average number of detected local minima.

V. Conclusion

We investigate the general solving abilities of the H-
NN with chaotic noise for several kinds of TSPs. And

we con�rm that the periodic-7 intermittency chaotic
noise is most e�ective in the solving performance
criterion for searching the global minimum and the

periodic-3 intermittency chaotic noise is most e�ec-
tive in the solving performance criterion for the detect-

ing rate of local minima. Further more, we also con-
�rm that these periodic chaotic noises have robustness

property against the variety of TSP problem types and
that the periodic intermittency chaotic noise is one of
the most suitable chaotic noise for H-NN as solving

method for TSP.
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